
Minor Suit Transfers 

 

The Basics 

 

1N-2 6+, unlimited strength 

1N-2N 6+, unlimited strength  
 

Reasons to Transfer  

- A weak, six + card suit     x xxx xxx xxxxxx 

- An “almost 3N” with a mediocre minor suit  xx xx xxx AJxxxx 

- A slam try based on a long  suit    Kxx Ax xx AQJxxx 

- *A weak hand with both minors*   xx x Kxxxx xxxxx 

Do Not Transfer 

- With a 4 card major – bid Stayman, followed by 3m 

          e.g. 1N-2; 2-3 shows 4 5+ and a GF hand 
- With a 5 card minor and a weak hand 

          This leaves the partnership in 5-2 fits at the 3 level.  
- With a hand that is worth just a raise to 3N 

          Don’t reveal more information than necessary! 

Responses  

1N-2 

2N Lacking Hxx and similar in   

3  Hxx and similar in   

1N-2N 

3 Lacking Hxx and similar in   

3  Hxx and similar in   
 

Continuations  
 

1N-2  

2N-3  signoff 

       3 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3 0-1, S/T in   -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3 0-1, S/T in   -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3N  balanced S/T in   
 



1N-2  

3- P  signoff 

        3 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

        3 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

        3 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

        3N balanced S/T in   
 
1N-2N 

3- P  signoff (5-5 in the minors) 

       3 signoff  

       3 0-1, S/T in   -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3N balanced S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

       4 0-1, S/T in   
 
1N-2N 

3-P    signoff 

       3 signoff  

       3 0-1, S/T in   -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

       3N balanced S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

       4 0-1, S/T in  -> cuebidding afterwards 

 

Interference w/ Minor Suit Transfers  

 
 After an opponent’s lead directing double 

1N-(P)-2-(X) 

P No competitive hand with a  fit, and no good enough  holding to XX 

XX Good  values (e.g. KQJx) – this gives partner the option of converting to play 2X with 
support 

2N A strong  raise 

3 Competitive;  fit, with no wasted values in   
 
After an opponent’s takeout double  

1N-(P)-2-(X) 

P  Noncommittal; No competitive hand with a  fit, no hand worth penalizing the opponents 

XX  Sets a force – the opponents cannot play undoubled (this usually implies no  support) 

2N A strong  raise 

3 Competitive  raise (i.e. getting in the opponent’s way) 
 



1N-(P)-2-(P) 
2N-(X)-?  

P Noncommittal; Could be a bust hand that wanted to play in 3, or some hand that didn’t 
want to take any other action – this would include hands that would penalize the opponents in 
only one strain. 
XX Sets a force – the opponents cannot play undoubled 

3 Competitive – usually 7 or a good 6 card suit 

3 0-1 S/T in   

3 0-1 S/T in   

3 0-1 S/T in   

3N balanced S/T in   

 

1N-(P)-2-(P) 

3-(X)-? 

P Noncommittal; Could be a bust hand that wanted to play in 3, or some hand that didn’t 
want to take any other action – this would include hands that would penalize the opponents in 
only one strain.  
XX Sets a force – the opponents cannot play undoubled 

3 0-1 S/T in   

3 0-1 S/T in   

3 0-1 S/T in   
3N signoff 
 
After an opponent’s overcall  

1N-(P)-2-(3) 
P Noncommittal; Implies no hand good for penalizing the opponents 
X Penalty 
 

1N-(P)-2-(P) 

3-(3)-? 
P Noncommittal; Implies a weak hand 
X Balanced w/ extra values – usually balanced slam try hands 

3 0-1 S/T in   

3N Signoff; implies a  stopper 

4 Competitive 

4 0-1 S/T in   

4 0-1 S/T in   

Note that this particular scenario (a delayed overcall by 2nd seat) is VERY unlikely due to the lack 
of an overcall on the first round of bidding. Responder will get kind of stuck with a hand like 

xx xxx Qx KQxxxx, because game might make opposite Ax KJx Kxxx Axx (and 
opener isn’t going to bid 3N with that hand, because responder might have a bust).  



Effects of Using Four Way Transfers  

- Balanced invitational hands must go through Stayman  

1N-2; 2x-2N shows an unspecified 8-9 HCP balanced invite 
- Minor suit contracts are not right-sided opposite a small doubleton or similar holdings 
- Thinner 3N contracts can be bid confidently 

Modifications 

- Include the 8-9 HCP balanced hand in the 2 bid. Opener responds by bidding 2N with 

any minimum hand and 3 with any maximum hand. This is called range ask 2. 

- 2 shows all hands with both minors. 2N and 3 transfer to s and s respectively.  


